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THE SMARTER ON-CALL SOLUTION
Study after study has proven that medical workers who are tired are not as clear thinking and may
suffer lapses in judgment. Don’t compromise your patient’s health and your Trust’s reputation by
using NHS ‘moonlighters’ and so-called ‘NHS Equivalent’ services.
The best, most accurate reports come from fresh, alert radiologists working daylight hours in a
collaborative team environment.
This is exactly how the TMC On-Call team operates, reporting from our state-of-the-art reporting
suite in the heart of the Sydney CBD - whilst your local radiologists are sound asleep in bed.
TMC provides genuine additional reporting capacity into the NHS for out-of-hours reporting and
ensures mandatory European Working Time Directives are monitored and strictly adhered to
– no more ‘midnight moonlighters’!

CONSULTANT RADIOLOGISTS

STRICTER GATEKEEPING

Experience counts! Don’t trust your patient’s
lives to companies who use less qualified
reporters for their own commercial interests.

Poor gatekeeping is poor radiology – costing
scarce public funds and increasing the public
radiation burden.

The most comprehensive reports come
from experienced, sub-specialist consultant
radiologists and TMC never substitute with
registrars or radiographers.

TMC’s Sydney radiologists are paid full-time
salaries – never based on the number of scans
reported.

We have the strictest recruiting policies on the
market, ensuring only the ‘cream of the crop’,
GMC registered sub-specialist radiologists are
allowed to sign their name on the bottom of
TMC reports.

This means there is no personal financial
incentive to accept cases outside of Trust
conventions and protocols - resulting in
stricter control of case numbers and preventing
unnecessary cost and patient irradiation.
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THE TMC ON-CALL ADVANTAGE
INNOVATIVE OVERNIGHT ‘DAYTIME’ REPORTING FROM SYDNEY
This allows better communication with hospital staff, real-time collaboration amongst
radiologists and reduced costs.

FAST TURNAROUND TIME
TMC On-Call offers verbal and written reports in under 30 minutes for very urgent cases and
less than 60 minutes for all other cases.

INDEPENDENTLY AUDITED
TMC is the UK’s only teleradiology company to employ independent external auditors,
ensuring the greatest quality assurance on the market.

ADDITIONAL REPORTING CAPACITY FOR THE NHS
Our radiologists work daytime shifts in Australia, not extra ‘on-call’ shifts from the UK. This results
in increased on-call reporting capacity, in full compliance with European Working Time Directives.

TMC OPTEMISTM RIS
Provides real-time case management, live image-transfer status and HL7 RIS-RIS integration.

100% DATA SECURITY
ALL patient data is fully anonymised before being sent to Australia via our 256-bit encrypted
network and purpose built RIS.

24 HOUR IT BACK-UP SUPPORT WHENEVER YOU NEED IT
We provide 24h IT support via our local UK number. After hours support is provided from the
Australian head office, so our trained professionals will be wide awake and ready to take your
call whenever you need them.
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